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In magnetic ultrathin films and dots, competing exchange, anisotropy
and dipolar couplings lead to a large variety of magnetic structures. These
structures are obtained by means of the Monte Carlo simulations. Three
classes of magnetic structures are obtained according to anisotropy-to-dipolar
energy ratio: Ising striped structures, XY-spin structures with vortices, and
twisted spin phases at the spin reorientation transition. Domain wall nucle-
ation and motion at the coercive field are also accessible.
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1. Introduction

Ultrathin films of a single atomic monolayer or of a few monolayers deposited
over non-magnetic materials are now available for magnetic experiments [1]. Sim-
ilarly nanostructures such as ultrafine magnetic particles have been obtained by
different methods such as electrochemistry, or soft chemistry route such as the
polyol process [2], or by nanolithography [3], or by aggregated atomic beams.
These new materials are interesting both by their original properties and by the
high density of independent objects they generate.

2. Magnetic interactions, model, and simulation

The magnetic structures of these nanomaterials result from the competition
between exchange interaction J with nearest spins, magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
long-range dipolar coupling D between spins and Zeeman interaction with the
external magnetic field Η. Here we assume a un iaxial first-order anisotropy K.
The Hamiltonian with vector spins Si reads
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These magnetic structures are expected to be complex due to the long-range
dipolar interactions which yield antagonistic forces on the spins at all length scales.
In addition, the resulting magnetic patterns depend on the shape of the sample.
Therefore, to account for such structures, all dipolar couplings between spins in
the sample should be included.

The aim of this paper is to classify these magnetic structures in a wide range
of parameter values by analyzing the various magnetic orders obtained from the
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations after annealing and slow cooling. Simple scaling
arguments based on the values of the dimensionless ratio R = D/Jα 3 with the
lattice parameter α, together with a consistent rescaling of the other Hamiltonian
coupling parameters, allow to consider spin blocks of various sizes instead of single
spins [4]. This is a very useful procedure since it permits to account for large
sample patterns with a relatively limited number of effective spins.

Extensive Monte Carlo simulations were performed. Starting at a high enough
temperature, different temperatures are explored in a slow cooling process in order
to deduce the low temperature configurations. This is a very long process because
of the intrinsic all range frustration due to dipolar couplings.

A useful criterion for selecting low temperature conflgurations is the energy
comparison between relaxed MC configurations and hypothetic configurations sug-
gested from symmetry or from simple considerations [4]. Such a control strongly
helps in rationalizing the choice of optimal conflgurations, given the high degree
of approximate degeneracy which makes the exact ground state very difficult to
single out. Since the spin patterns are size- and shape-dependent, free boundary
conditions are used. This also precludes any periodicity artificially induced by
periodic boundary conditions [4].

Demagnetizing fields are due to dipolar interactions and are well known to
be shape-dependent. Thus different sample shapes were considered in order to
settle this classification on a clear basis. For ultrathin fllms, square, rectangle, or
disk-shaped samples were considered with two lattice types: the triangular lattice
represents a (111)-oriented fcc lattice surface or a surface normal to the hcp-lattice
c-axis and the square lattice represents a (001)-oriented fcc-lattice surface. For
dots, hcp-lattice spheres of different sizes were used. In our MC simulations, most
samples contain about 10000 vector spins. The maximum size studied is about
50000 vector spins.

For all samples, three general classes of magnetic structures must be distin-
guished: (i) with a very strong anisotropy, perpendicular to the film or along the
dot c-axis, an Ising-like spin structure is formed in which the magnetization is par-
allel to this direction; (ii) with a weak anisotropy energy as compared to dipolar
energy, a planar (XV) vector spin structure appears at low temperature in the
film plane or in the plane normal to the c-axis of the dot; (iii) in the intermediate
case where the perpendicular anisotropy energy balances the dipolar energy, spins
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are evenly oriented in all directions. At this point, a spin reorientation transition
occurs. In the following, we describe these different spin patterns in some detail.

3. Ultrathin films

For very thin fllms without external fleld, the low temperature structures are:
(i) With a strong perpendicular anisotropy (Ising-type spins), magnetic domains
with up-spin and down-spin alternate stripes of equal width are arranged in Cheery
patterns. On a large scale, these domains define mazes [5]. Similar structures are
already well known to occur for thicker samples [6]. (ii) With a weak anisotropy, the
low temperature configurations consist in planar (XY-type) spins with clockwise
and anticlockwise vortices [4]. These vortices are rather uniformly distributed over
the sample as seen in Fig. 1. This new feature is not yet fully observed in ultrathin
films, presumably because of the intrinsic difficulty to observe in-plane vector spin
patterns at the nanometre scale. However, similar features were experimentally
observed in magnetic—non-magnetic multilayers by the Lorentz microscopy [7].
(iii) With an intermediate uniaxial anisotropy, i.e., around the reorientation tran-
sition, a modulated twisted spin configuration takes place and includes almost
in-plane spin domains surrounding patches of out-of-plane spins. The latter ones
are arranged as twisted spin bunches as seen in Fig. 2. Experimentally, the spin
reorientation transition is now well known to occur as a function of various pa-
rameters, such as layer thickness, temperature, etc. [1], but the spin reorientation
just starts to be observed at the nanometre scale [8] with results similar to those
predicted here [5].

The magnetic structures described above are very sensitive to the action
of an external field. (i) In the Ising case, stripes with spins parallel to the field

Fig. 1. Low-temperature in-plane spin pattern with vortices for a disk-shaped sample
of 10192 spins on a triangular lattice. D/Jα 3 = 1.
Fig. 2. Spin reorientation effects. Portion of a disk of 10192 spins on a triangular lattice.
Thin arrows are nearly in-plane spins. Thick arrows are out-of-plane spins, either above
(black) or below (grey). Bottom: spin profile in the vertical plane along the indicated
segment. D/Ja3 = 0.1 and K/J = 0.9.
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start to widen out, with local indentations, at the expense of antiparallel spin
stripes. As the external field is increased further, magnetic bubble domains appear
until the magnetic saturation is reached. The bubbles remain in a metastable
state after the field has been removed, just as in the case of thicker samples [6].
(ii) With vector spins, when an in-plane external field is increased up to the coercive
value, 360° walls nucleate at the sample edge and move through the sample as
solitons which can be followed step by step during the MC calculations. This
nucleation-propagation process is a quite general problem [9]. The study of the
dynamics of this complex motion is in progress.

4. Magnetic dOts

Let us now turn to the magnetic dots. Without external field, the low tem-
perature structures are: (i) For a large uniaxial anisotropy (the Ising spins), the
partition between up-spin and down-spin domains has a rather complex geome-
try. (ii) For a small anisotropy, XY-spin structures develop in the densest planes
with vortices. The core—vortex line is a skew line crossing the sample. (iii) With a
moderate anisotropy, complex three-dimensional magnetic structures appear that
contain zones with spins parallel to the densest planes and other zones with spins
normal to these planes. In between, the spins rotate on short distances.

The magnetic structure of dots in presence of a field is being processed now
with preliminary results which are comparable to those obtained for ultrathin
films, i.e., three-dimensional wall nucleation and wall motion with distortion.

As a conclusion we emphasize the interest of the new magnetic structures
described here. For instance, in ultrathin layers, magnetic vortices and twisted
spin configurations are expected to occur, and preliminary observations of similar
structures exist [8]. On the other hand, both stripe structures and vortex structures
were observed in magnetic dot arrays [3]. Another point of interest is the fast
soliton dynamics which is shown to occur at the coercive field. This is crucial for
recording applications and critical properties of this motion are now extensively
studied experimentally and theoretically.
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